
 
 
 

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart  

Don Giovanni 
The Reprobate Punished 

June 8, 2018 
1:00 PM - Encore Theater 

English Subtitles   
Today you will see a 2001 performance recorded live at the smallish Munich 
Opera House, Some creative staging has the singers sometimes performing on 
two levels of the stage.   Although my library has about ten recordings of Don 
Giovanni, I particularly like this one because it includes the wonderful Cecilia 
Bartoli in a role that might have been written with her in mind.  
Don Giovanni is considered by many operaphiles to be the greatest opera ever 
written; others take issue with that opinion.  But few dispute that it deserves a 
place very near the top.   The opera premiered in Prague in 1787, the year 
after Mozart’s La Nozze de Figaro (Marriage of Figaro) had burst upon the 
opera world, and only four year before his untimely death.  The phenomenal 
popularity that Nozze achieved in Prague a few months after its less acclaimed 
Vienna premiere in the spring of 178had led the leading musical powers in 
Prague (the Bohemian capital) to commission Mozart to compose another 
work, this time to premiere in their city.  Mozart at once turned to the same 
librettist with whom he had collaborated on Nozze:  Lorenzo da Ponte.  The 
result was another triumph.       
The story is based on the legend of Don Juan, the incorrigible and insatiable 
seducer of women.  In this version of the work, as depicted by Mozart and da 
Ponte, the Don is a man who considers the conquest more important than the 
experience, and is totally without scruple or guilt when it came to that aspect 
of his life or his single-minded intention to do whatever he damn-well pleased.  
Above all else, he is driven by the motto “Viva la Liberta”.  
Indeed, his manic need is so great that the immorality of his insatiable hunt for 
more women never occurs to him.   As written, then, it is a morality play set to 
music, as we shall see at the memorable ending and epilogue, which explains 
the thinking behind the opera’s subtitle: “The Reprobate Punished”.     
Runtime: 187 minutes • Filmed at Opernhaus Zürich in 2001  •  DVD released in 2002 by 

Arthaus • MPAA not rated • ASIN: B00008G6EZ 
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I think Peter Schaffer overstated the parallel between the ‘Stone Guest’ in this 
opera and the father-son relationship depicted between Wolfgang and Leopold 
Mozart in his award-winning play “Amadeus” and Milos Forman’s equally lauded 
movie adaptation.  These fictionalized versions of Mozart’s life do show that in 
the last few years of the son’s tragically short life, his father’s piling on of filial 
guilt was a heavy burden for his son, whose quest for Daddy’s approval 
remained unsatisfied to the end.  Mozart’s father Leopold died in 1787, and the 
similarities are inescapable between that seminal event in Mozart’s young life 
(he was then only 32) and the scary ‘Stone Guest’ that Mozart depicted later 
that year as the ghost of the Commendatore in this opera.  In the opera, the 
Commendatore is an overt father figure whom Giovanni kills when the father 
seeks revenge for Donna Anna, his daughter’s honor.  So to what extent is that 
aspect of Mozart’s life reflected in this opera?  And, who can say? 

The opera starts with Giovanni’s ghastly murder of an old man, demonstrates  
his inability to accept any guilt for his actions, and ends when he is dragged 
down to a fiery death in the Underworld having rejected all opportunities and 
demands for repentance.  Yet in spite of Giovanni being shown to be a liar, a 
bully, even a serial rapist, you may find your reactions to such a reprehensible 
man to be less reflexively negative than you might expect.  The essence of 
Mozart’s genius, which shines through this opera perhaps more definitively 
than any of his other operatic works, is that you may somehow feel some 
empathy for him.  I doubt whether a lesser composer could have pulled it off.   

Mozart began the work as an opera buffa, but the darkness of the basic plot 
line soon caused him to weave in heavy orchestrations and motifs, especially 
at the start and end.   As a result, Mozart defined the opera a dramma giacosa 
(a comedic drama) to convey the seriousness of the work’s message. 

CAST 

Commendatore (a local official)….…………………..Matti Salminen 
Donna Anna (his daughter)……………………………..Isabel Rey 
Don Giovanni (a nobleman and a letch)………….Rodney Gilfry 
Donna Elvira (one of his previous conquests)…Cecilia Bartoli 
Leporello (Giovanni’s long-suffering servant)….Laszlo Polgar  
Don Ottavio (Donna Anna’s fiance)………………….Roberto Sacca 
Zerlina (a country girl)………………………………………Liliana Nikiteanu 
Masetto (Zerlina’s fiance)………………………………….Oliver Widmer 

Nikolaus Harnoncourt, Conductor of the Operhaus Zurich Chorus and Orchestra 
Jurgen Flimm, Stage Director • Brian Large, Television and Video Director 
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ACT ONE 

Instead of a sharp line between the overture and the start of action on stage, 
the music segues seamlessly into the opening scene.  As composed, the 
curtain rises on Leporello bemoaning his life as the servant to Don Giovanni.   
In this production, that scenario is varied somewhat, but the libretto’s text and 
Mozart’s music are unchanged. 

A word about the voices of those two roles in this production.  Typically, they 
are both sung by bass-baritones. For example, in the Salzburg repertory 
production with Samuel Ramey in the role of the Don and Ferruccio Furlanetto 
as Leporello, the two bassos alternated every night.  Again, in Peter Sellars’ 
creative version of the opera in 1990-91, where he portrayed Giovanni as a 
drug dealer in ‘Fort Apache’ in the south Bronx, he cast a pair of twin brothers 
in the roles, and they followed the same procedure.   Today you will see 
Giovanni sung by a baritone, while his servant Leporello is a basso. 

The opera begins late at night.  Leporello stands outside the Commendatore’s 
palace, acting as sentry while the Don is inside seducing the Commendatore’s 
daughter, Donna Anna (a dramatic soprano).  Leporello sings the opera’s 
initial aria ”Notte e giorno faticar”, complaining bitterly of his life as servant to 
this manic letch.  Suddenly he is interrupted by a commotion off-stage.  

The Don fleeing from Donna Anna and struggling to keep her from seeing his 
face.  He succeeds and escapes unrecognized.   In some productions, she is 
upset because she is left frustrated.  I wholly reject that view, partly because I 
feel it is inconsistent with the characterization intended by Mozart and da 
Ponte, but also because it detracts from the dramatic effect of highlighting 
Giovanni’s total immorality.  This production has Giovanni blindfold Donna 
Anna and try to rape her.  [Overdone maybe, but certainly no ambiguity.]  

The Commendatore (bass) enters and to defend his daughter’s honor he 
challenges the Don to a duel.  At first, Giovanni demurs, since he is much 
younger and an experienced swordsman.  When the father insists, the Don 
does not hesitate to accommodate him.  He is not eager to kill the old man, 
but it is a sign of his basic immorality that he is not bothered by the prospect.   

Donna Anna leaves to seek aid and, of course, the old man is killed.  We hear a 
marvelous trio of the three deep male voices “carry” the Commendatore’s soul 
to heaven.  When Anna returns with her fiancé, Don Ottavio (a lyric tenor) 
she sings a marvelous revenge aria and demands that her fiancé swear to 
avenge her father’s death by the unknown intruder.  In his response, we see 
his central characteristic: Don Ottavio is filled with high moral values and good 
intentions, but the plain fact is that he is totally ineffectual.   
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His response is that, as a nobleman with a nobleman’s ethics and intentions, 
he is unable to accept that any nobleman man could be rapist and murderer. 

In the next scene, the Don and Leporello are near the town square discussing 
what had occurred, when they hear Donna Elvira, a newcomer to the city.  In 
her opening aria “Chi mi dice mai” she asks who will tell her where to find the 
cad who had seduced and then abandoned her.  Of course Giovanni intends to 
make her his next victim. So he starts to  speak to her, only to realize that it is 
Donna Elvira (and of course, he is the cad in question). 

How Freud would have loved to psychoanalyze her!  She is as thoroughly 
conflicted a woman as ever lay down on a psychiatrist’s couch, and Freud’s 
penchant for assessing every patient’s problems from the standpoint of their 
sexually driven outlooks would have thrived.  Donna Elvira is the epitome of 
that stock diagnosis.  She is driven by a love-hate obsession for the Don that 
consumes her, and it takes a singer of great talent to be able to convey both 
aspects of her mixed-up emotions with equal force and credibility.  In this 
production, we have a marvelous exemplar of that ability in Cecilia Bartoli. 

Her voice and her acting combine with da Ponte’s lyrics and Mozart’s music to 
make it clear that on the one hand, she wants vengeance for his having 
abandoned her, while at the same time, her actions make it clear that she has 
never gotten over her emotional ties for the man with whom she had spent a 
weekend of love-making, relying on his promise to marry her.  [As we shall 
see, the Don routinely uses that ploy.] Giovanni quickly retreats, and thrusts 
Leporello forward, telling Elvira that Leporello will explain.  As the Don flees (in 
this production), he is already pursuing another lady.   

Leporello, left to wiggle his way out of the situation, tells Elvira she was not 
the first and will not be the last woman to be mistreated by his master.   He 
has a book he always has with him to prove his point.  He sings the famous 
aria ‘Madamina’, also known as the ‘Catalogue aria’ describing the book as a 
list, sorted nation by nation, recording the Don’s conquests. With nearly two 
thousand conquests in Spain — the country they are in — the book lists a 
grand total of ‘mil e tre’ (a thousand and three) women. 

The Don and Leporello come upon a group of peasants at a wedding banquet.  
[Remember the significance of class differences in Mozart’s society; as a 
nobleman, the Don does not hesitate to use his authority to further his 
amorous advances and to intimidate lower-class males.]  Notwithstanding that 
he has come upon a wedding celebration, Giovanni, with typical disdain for 
proprieties or the rights of others where his sex life is concerned, decides to 
make another conquest in the form of the bride-to-be.   
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Giovanni tells Leporello to take everyone to his palace while he detains the 
bride, Zerlina.  She is a third soprano, younger and with a sweeter, gentler 
voice than the two leather-lunged dramatic sopranos we have previously met, 
both of whom are intent on wreaking vengeance against Giovanni.  Whereas 
Mozart has given each of those two noblewomen several musically complex 
arias with extensive recitatives and fully orchestrated accompaniment, 
Zerlina’s pieces are simpler and shorter.  [In my comments to Mozart’s 
Abduction from the Seraglio, I have highlighted the care that Mozart took in all 
his operas to ensure that every aria his women sing corresponds with and even 
delineates that woman’s social status.  So it is in this opera.] 

With Leporello taking everyone but Zerlina to his palace, especially the groom 
Masetto (baritone), he tries to seduce the peasant bride and have her go off 
with him.  His attempt is capped by the famous duet,  “La ci darem la 
mano” (there you will take my hand) in which Zerlina’s thoughts are also 
ambivalent.  She is flattered by the attentions of a nobleman speaking to her 
about marriage, but worries about hurting Masetto’s feelings.  [Duh!]   

However, Giovanni’s efforts are thwarted by Donna Elvira, who reappears in 
the nick of time and warns Zerlina not to trust this terrible man. Never one to 
give up easily, he explains to Zerlina that Elvira loves him, but he is too 
kindhearted to reject her outright.  While he will continue to try to seduce her 
he never succeeds.  After he escorts Zerlina off-stage, Donna Anna and Don 
Ottavio appear, still searching for the Commendatore’s murderer.   

Elvira reappears and repeats her condemnation of Giovanni’s character to 
them. When the Don returns, he displays his gift for improvisation by coming 
up with a new explanation for Elvira’s actions: she is crazy, still he only wants 
to help her.  They are unsure whom to believe, but at the last moment, as 
Giovanni mouths an oily and utterly insincere offer to help, Anna recognizes his 
voice [watch her facial expressions] and presses her fiancé to react to this 
startling news.  True to form, Ottavio dithers. 

Ottavio simply cannot attribute such monstrous actions to a fellow nobleman, 
and muses on his dilemma in a lovely lyric aria with long, legato lines titled 
“Dalla sua pace” (upon her peace of mind).  Mozart had written a different aria 
for the opera’s Vienna premiere however that cast’s tenor complained that “il 
mio tesoro’ (my beloved treasure) was too technically difficult for him to sing.   
It is now the norm for the tenor to sing both, as is done in this performance.)   

Zerlina apologizes to Masetto who is upset she was alone with the Don.  She 
begs his forgiveness with a sweet and wistful aria “batti, batti o bel 
Masetto” (beat me, beat me) and of course, he succumbs. 
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Giovanni decides to hold a ball that evening in his palace.  Donna Anna, Donna 
Elvira and Don Ottavio, all bent on vengeance and all wearing masks are first 
seen by Leporello as they pass by the palace. Giovanni urges him to invite 
these unknown strangers to the gala where he sings an aria usually called “the 
champagne aria” that shows the depths of his depravity. He expects to seduce 
women from 3 different classes (they’ll dance the minuet for the aristocrats, 
the gavotte for the middle class and a third dance usually associated with 
peasants).  As Leporello made clear in his catalog aria, Giovanni knew no class 
distinctions when it came his conquests.  Here we get insight into his character 
as he rejoices that the ladies will all drink too much, and he brags that tonight 
he will add ten more names to his all-important list.   

At the ball, Giovanni once again tries to seduce Zerlina, or to be accurate, tries 
to rape her.  He has dragged her off to another room while the others are all 
dancing and while Leporello keeps her justifiably suspicious fiancé occupied.    

Suddenly Zerlina screams, and as the revelers gather where they think the 
screams comr from.  The ever-resourceful Don emerges and accuses Leporello 
of the crime.  He even threatens to shoot him!  Nobody is fooled by the Don’s 
accusation, especially not the three masked strangers.  As they make 
themselves known, Giovanni calls out their names.  But before anyone can 
wreak vengeance on the miscreant, Giovanni makes good his escape. 

This last scene in Act I illuminates the greatness of Mozart’s musical genius: he 
has three different musical ensembles playing concurrently,  Only a composer 
of Mozart’s surpassing genius could have blended them into a unified whole.  
The effect is always to amplify the manic nature of the scene, in which the 
stage is filled with revelers.  In this performance we can readily distinguish 
among the three classes of players on stage and more easily follow the action.  
I consider this to be an improvement over the more conventional scenario 
where the chaos is often overwhelming. 

ACT TWO 

Don Giovanni is below a window of the hotel where Donna Elvira is staying.  He 
has already cast his eye on Elvira’s maid to be his next conquest.  To increase 
his chances, he forces Leporello to change clothes with him and stand alone 
under the window. Giovanni remains hidden and serenades Elvira, inviting her 
to come and join him. Leporello, dressed as the Don, mimes his gestures. The 
ruse is successful, at least to the point that Elvira comes down and embraces 
Leporello, thinking that he is Giovanni.  This leaves the field clear for the Don 
to serenade the maid “deh vieni alla finestra” (come to the window) while 
accompanying himself on the mandolin.    
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Donna Elvira’s action reflects her ambiguous feelings toward the ‘barbarian’.  
As we later learn, he and Leporello are both again unsuccessful, but Leporello 
is unlucky in a different way — he can’t get away from Elvira. 

In an ensemble scene Elvira, Anna, Ottavio, Zerlina and Masetto all corner 
Leporello, still dressed as the Don. They’re all ready to kill him except Elvira.  
Again displaying her ambivalence, she tries to protect the man they all think is 
Giovanni.  In this production, they succeed in wrapping a noose around his 
neck—again, a little overdone—at which point he finally reveals he is Leporello.   
If he expected that to assuage the others’ anger, he was mistaken, for now 
they’re just as angry with him for deceiving them and allowing their quarry to 
escape.  This scene concludes with a pair of glorious arias.    

First, Don Ottavio sings the original tenor aria that I described above: “Il mio 
tesoro”.   Just listen to the breath control required to sing the aria and you’ll 
appreciate why many tenors won’t even attempt it.  In this beautiful and lyric 
aria, Ottavio vows to fulfill his duty, suggesting he will kill Giovanni himself.   
True to form, his promises come to nothing.]   No sooner has Ottavio 
concluded his justly famous aria than Donna Elvira sings another, newly written 
for the opera’s Vienna premiere.  The aria is ”mi tradi” (he betrayed me) 
which, with its recitative and clarinet obligatos, is equally breath-taking. 

Despite the beauty and power of these arias, some, but not I, consider them to 
be a negative feature of the opera. The knock is that having two such long, 
complex and emotionally charged arias coming in succession is too static.  The 
characters can vent their feelings and the singers has a chance to showcase 
their talents, but the plot is not advanced and this opera is already overly long. 

Next, Giovanni and Leporello are alone in a cemetery.  Barely visible in the dim 
light is a life-sized statue of a man.  Giovanni orders Leporello to read the 
inscription; he does so reluctantly.  The Don’s bravado becomes apparent when 
he learns the statue is of the Commendatore: Leporello is commanded to invite 
the statue of the man the Don murdered to dine with him at his castle.   
Shaking in his boots, the servant does as he is told, and, wonder of wonders,  
the statue accepts!   Leporello almost faints dead away, and even Giovanni is 
amazed.  But being the Don, he remains unfazed.  In the final scene, the 
‘Stone Guest’ appears in response to the Don’s invitation.    

But first, Masetto arrives with armed companions, all intent on killing the Don 
for his attention to Zerlina.  Giovanni, still dressed as Leporello, demonstrates 
both bravery, and guile.  He greets them warmly and feigns agreement with 
them.  He speaks of his own animus toward his cruel master and takes charge 
of the mob’s plan of attack.  He sends half of them off to one side and the 
other half in the other direction, keeping only Masetto by his side.  
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When they’re alone, he asks Masetto to give him his weapons.  Once assured 
he has them all, he proceeds to beat Masetto mercilessly, leaving the poor man 
lying whimpering on the ground.  Zerlina finds him in that condition, and again 
shows she knows just how to use her feminine wiles.   In an aria rife with 
double entendre, she comforts him saying she has a special balm that she 
keeps in a special place, just for him. Of course, he is readily reconciled. 

The scene shifts to Donna Anna and Don Ottavio.  Very eager to end their 
prolonged abstinence, he wants to get married now.  But she will not hear of it 
until her father’s death is avenged.  He feels she is being unreasonable but she 
replies with yet another glorious vengeance aria that does nothing to advance 
the dramatic action but thrills the audience.  She tells him she will not rest 
until her goal of revenge is satisfied and Giovanni is caught and punished,  
That sounds reasonable on its face, but I think she has another reason.  She 
has concluded that he’s not the man for her, a woman of strength and 
character.  She needs him now, but in the end, she’ll dump him for a man as 
tough as she is.  Bu, I speculate; Mozart and da Ponte never tell us. 

The final scene takes place in the dining hall in Giovanni’s castle.  He is dining 
alone with only Leporello to serve him and a mini-band to entertain him.  We 
see the Don display both his boorish table manners and his utter selfishness by 
demeaning faithful Leporello while offering him no food.  Although he is aware 
of his servant’s hunger, he derides Leporello who sneaks a few paltry bites of 
Giovanni’s sumptuous dinner while Giovanni stuffs his face with delicacies.  All 
the while, the band entertains him with snippets from three then-current 
operas, including an aria from Nozze, an inside joke to the people of Prague. 

Suddenly, Donna Elvira enters.  She comes not to try to win him back, but to 
beg him to mend his ways before it is too late.  Even now, her ambivalence is 
clear as she tries to save his soul.  True to his code, Giovanni refuses but 
invites her to join him for dinner.  Rebuffed, she angrily leaves.   

We immediately hear her terrified scream offstage.  Giovanni orders Leporello 
to go see what the matter is, and he reluctantly obeys.  He returns, shaking 
with fear, and tells Giovanni the ‘Stone Statue’ has come in response to the 
Don’s invitation.  He begs the Don not to go to the door, but Giovanni will not 
allow himself to be adjudged a coward.  Giovanni goes to the door himself and 
ushers in the ‘Stone Guest’.  To some of the darkest music Mozart ever wrote, 
the statue demands that Giovanni repent.  When Giovanni refuses, the statue 
invites him to dine at his place instead.  Despite Leporello’s pleas that he 
decline, the Don accepts the invitation and the statue asks him to shake on it. 
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Again, Giovanni demonstrates courage, if not wisdom, and accedes.   Giovanni 
is repeatedly commanded to repent and he repeatedly refuses while the 
orchestra swells in ever-increasing volume until, accompanied by a crashing 
crescendo, the Don yells out a final “NO”   

Giovanni is promptly pulled down into a fiery pit and perishes.    

EPILOGUE 

Mozart composed this opera as a morality play and used his music to lighten it 
with comedy.   So he wrote an epilog fitting for a morality play, in which each 
of the players tells us of their individual plans in a future without Giovanni.    

Some productions omit this scene and allow the opera to end with Giovanni’s 
descent into Hell.  Usually, that is not due to any disrespect of  Mozart’s work, 
but is an excessive desire to conform to what some choose to interpret as his 
altered vision of its message since Mozart left this scene out of the opera’s 
1788 Vienna premiere.  Scholars disagree as to why.  Personally, I feel 
Mozart’s vision is incomplete in such a presentation since its omission is 
inconsistent with the message he intended.  Giovanni’s lifestyle is duly 
punished, leaving behind the six essentially moral people with whom he has 
interacted, and in the epilog, each comes forward to tell us how he/she now 
expects to have a better life.   

Zerlina and Masetto will go home and eat dinner together.  Donna Anna will 
defer her marriage to Don Ottavio for a year so her emotions can come to rest 
(but you already know my suspicions in this regard).   Donna Elvira will enter a 
monastery.  Finally, Leporello will go down to the nearest tavern to find a 
better master. 

And we can say farewell to Mozart’s parable about the rewards awaiting a man 
who challenges the mores of society or ponder the heavy price that Giovanni 
paid for his philosophy of  “Viva la liberta”. 

NEXT WEEK 
A week from today, on June 15, we will have Mozart change the mood entirely 
with his comic opera Abduction from the Seraglio (or harem).  There is just a 
wee bit of morality to the tale, but nothing that requires too much thoughtful 
consideration. 
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Hi Opera Lovers,  Don Giovanni premiered in 1787 
when Don Giovanni could get away with murder.  Two 
years later the French Revolution “began” with the 
Storming of the Bastille, one event of many in the 

long human history of trying to develop equality for all in the justice system.  
Indeed, today’s news is preoccupied with the present President’s views on that. 
This opera evokes many rich and comple issues.  Steve addresses at least two, 
Don Elvira’s response to her attempted rape and the father-son relationship in 
Mozart’s life.  My attention also goes to the socio-political dimension where I 
quickly found the following comments on-line.  These comments are from a 
male perspective - not solely, but surely primarily. I have been reading about 
women’s perspectives on Mozart.  I’ll report back to you on that, someday! 
New Yorker / Richard Brody / February 17, 2015:

“(T)here may be no classic opera that more closely addresses the sociopolitical specifics of its time and 
place than does “Don Giovanni,…” (Mozart) was also a man of free-thinking, empathetic rage, and the 
rage of “Don Giovanni” is more than just a denunciation of a single unhinged predator; it’s a jagged-edged 
slash at the arrogance of the class of nobles—and a vision of women living in a state of subjection and 
vulnerability, in desperate hope of sincere love as well as of stalwart protection. As such, “Don Giovanni” is 
both a dramatic unfolding of a philosophical theory of empathetic love among equals and a wild and ironic 
harbinger of the French Revolution.” 

The Atlas Society / John Kerns / August 13, 2010        (yes, that’s “atlas” as in “shrugged”)  
“How are we to judge Don Giovanni, the protagonist of Mozart's famous opera? Is he an Enlightenment 
hero, a symbol of independent thinking and action standing in opposition to church and convention? Or is 
he a dissolute roué evading responsibility for his actions or, even worse, a murderer and rapist?” … “It 
turned out that there was quite a bit of research to do. Søren Kierkegaard, Simone de Beauvoir, Albert 
Camus, George Bernard Shaw, plus quite a few opera critics have written book-length treatments. 

The Shiller Institute / Gabriela Ramírez-Carr / Mozart’s Don Giovanni /April 2010
“Any competent production must transmit at least a flavor of Mozart's political intention.” 

See you at the opera. 
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